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THE SITUATION OF FREIGHT FORWARDING AND
MUL TIMODAL TRANSPORT IN CAMBODIA

I.

The 2eneral situation of Cambodia's trade

The Royal Government of Cambodia considers the integration of the country's economy
into regional and world economies as not only a necessity for its sustained growths but as part
of the irresistible worldwide process of globalization. The government already took a series of
measures with a view to ensure a full scale-economic and social development of the country in
the interest of its people.

Trade liberalization from 1989 has resulted in expan'ded Fransactions with the con-
vertible zone. Private companies were allowed to operate in foreign trade. The expanse of
trade with Western World was further supported by the opening up of the Sihanoukville Port
to international shipping. Moreover, owing to low custom duties and weak enforcement,
Phnom Penh becomes a hub for transit trade in the region, especially Viet Nam.

From 1995 to 1998, the total import and export volume of break bulk cargo has been
considerably increased from 1,035,961 Tons in 1995 to 1,362,825 Tons in 1998, while the
container traffic increased from 40,071 TEUs in 1995 to 71,589TEUsin 1998, giving an average
growth of 15% per annum (see Table 1). It is forecast that the container traffic growth will be at
an average of 12% in the next ten years.

The figure in Table 1 is the only official record by Port ofSihanoukville, Port of Phnom
Penh, and Railway Company. There are unquantifiable amounts of rice; fertilizer, sugar,
beverage, fruits, and vegetables that are also known to cross the border, particularly to Viet N am
and Thailand. .

Most of the import/export cargo is transshipped at Port of Singapore and Thailand and
the countries involved are Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong, China, Viet Nam,
Germany, France, Canada, Belgium, Switzerland, Australia, Denmark, Norway, and the U.S.A.

The principal exports are garments, sawn timber, ply wood, log wood, rubber, agricultural
pro~ucts (soya bean, bean, tobacco leaves), and the main imports are rice, machinery, cement,
fertilizers, steel, sugar, bitumen, second-hand clothes, fuel and beverage.

2. The current Dosition of freil!ht forwardinl! and multimodal transDort

For Cambodia, the term "Multi-modal Transport" might not be well known by every
body. However, if one refers to its definition, it becomes apparent that it has long catered to every
sector of the transport industry (inland, sea, air, and rail).

In Cambodia, there are two types of Multi modal Transport Operator (MTO): VO-MTO
and NVO-MTO. The VO-MTO owns vessels but does not own other means of transport, and
they usually arrange all these by subcontracting with such carriers and other services like
stevedoring, warehousing and other ancillary services. This type of MTO is the largest in
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existence, 

at least when one uses assets as a measurement.

As far as NVO-MTO is concerned, they often own only one type of transport means, e.g.
truck at one end of the route. However, there are some NVO-MTOs, who do not own any means
of transport. To this category, we include freight forwarders, custom brokers, and in rare cases,
warehouse operators or stevedoring operators. This type ofMTO may have to subcontract for
all modes of transport.

As stated earlier, some MTOs may own one or more means of transport, handling
equipment, vessels, trucks. They may also own container depot, container yard, container freight
station and warehouses. But some may not own any £>f these, and therefore ertter into
subcontracting arrangements. The range of services provided by MTOs vary from MTO to MTO,
in principle, however, their procedure is as follows:

1, When goods are carried in containers and when the full container loads (FCLs) are
offered by the consignor (the shipper), the packing is normally done by the consignor
himself or by his freight forwarders or other agents acting on his behalf, and the load~d
container is delivered by the consignor at the CY used by the MTO. Some MTOsprovided 

ancillary transport between the CFS, and, the consignor's premises for
collecting such loaded containers. Such service is also available to the consignee'spremises 

in the case of imports.

2.

In case of FCLs, the MTO does not nonnally supervise the packing, but some MTOshave 
a packing advisory service in their organization which is available to the consignor

on request. If the MTO has not been present during the packing of the container, it is
common for the MTO to clause his transport document by stating "said to contain" so-.and-so 

many packages.

3.

In the case ofLCLs, containers are usually packed or unpacked under the supervision of
the MTO or his agents at a groupage depot or CFS under his control. If they are packed
at the groupage depot of a freight forwarder, the packing may not be subject to
supervision by the MTO, who may treat the loaded containers as FCLs.

4.

The weight or measuring of cargo is done by the consignor or his agents under the
supervision of the MTO or his agent.

5.

CFSs are normally located at the Inland Container. Depot (ICDs), where customs
inspection is carried out. The c~stoms clearance, export/import formalities, execution of
foreign exchange transaction etc., are generally attended to by the consignor or his agent,
but these may be also performed by MTO or his agent by mutual agreement with the
consignor. This depends on INCOTERM selected by the buyer/seller.

6.

The MT document evidencing the MT contract is issued by the MTO or his agent to the
consignor or his agent.
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THE SITUATION OF FREIGHT FORWARDING AND
MUL TIMODAL TRANSPORT IN CAMBODIA

1.

The 2eneral situation of Cambodia's trade

The Royal Government of Cambodia considers the integration of the country's economy
into regional and world economies as not only a necessity for its sustained growths but as part
of the irresistible worldwide process of globalization. The government already took a series of
measures with a view to ensure a full scale-economic and social development of the country in
the interest of its people.

-
Trade liberalization from 1989 has resulted in expanded transactions with the con-

vertible zone. Private companies were allowed to operate in foreign trade. ~e expanse oftrade 
with Western World was further supported by the opening up of the Sihanoukville Port

to international shipping. Moreover, owing to low custom duties and weak enforcement,
Phnom Penh becomes a hub for transit trade in the region, especially Viet Nam.

From 1995 to 1998, the total import and export volume of break bulk cargo has been
considerably increased from 1,035,961 Tons in 1995 to 1,362,825 Tons in 1998, while the
container traffic increased from 40,071 TEUs in1995 to 71,589TEUsin 1998, giving an average
growth of 15% per annum (see Table 1). It is forecast that the container traffic growth will be at
an average of 12% in the next ten years.

The figure in Table I is the only official record by Port ofSihanoukville, Port of PhnomPenh, 
and Railway Company. There are unquantifiable amounts of rice; fertilizer, sugar,beverage, 

fruits, and vegetables that are also known to cross the border, particularly to Viet Nam
9

and Thailand.

Most of the import/export cargo is transshipped at Port of Singapore and Thailand andthe 
countries involved are Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong, China, Viet Nam,

Germany, France, Canada, Belgium, Switzerland, Australia, Denmark, Norway, and the U.S.A.

The principal exports are garments, sawn timber, ply wood, log wood, rubber, agriculturalproducts 
(soya bean, bean, tobacco leaves), and the main imports are rice, machinery, cement,

fertilizers, steel, sugar, bitumen, second-hand clothes, fuel and beverage.

2. The current Dosition of frei!!ht forwardin2 and multimodal transRort

For Cambodia, the term "Multi-modal Transport" might not be well known by everybody. 
However, if one refers to its definition, it becomes apparent that it has long catered to every

sector of the transport industry (inland, sea, air, and rail).

In Cambodia, there are two types of Multi modal Transport Operator (MTO): VO-MTO
and NVO-MTO. The VO-MTO owns vessels but does not own other means of transport, and
they usually arrange all these by subcontracting with such carriers and other services like
stevedoring, warehousing and other ancillary services. This type of MTO is the largest in
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Freight forwarders who work as groupage agents often issue their own house bill of
lading (House B/L) to the individual consignors and deliver full container loads of
individual LCL consignments to the MTO to take advantages of the FCL tariff rates. In
most cases such subcontractors would be ocean carriers and may in fact not be acting as
MTOs, but simply as unimodal subcontractor. If this is the case, the only document the
freight forwarder will receive from the ocean carrier will be an ocean B/L showing the
freight forwarder as the shipper, and the individual consignment are released by the
freight forwarder's agents at the destination on the consignee's presenting the relevant
house B/L. House B/L do not always name the issuing company as a "carrier", but more
often only as "agent" on behalf of the shipper. In this case, there will be no single carrier
in overall control of the shipment and strictly speaking there would be a question in theliability. .-

7 -

After having accepted the cargo from the consignor, MTO reserves space on the different
modes of transport concerned either on his own transport means or through his
subcontractors for the transport of the cargo to the final destination.

8.

The scope of services ofMTO mentioned above refers to the cargo carried in containers.However, 
it also applies, with due alteration of details, to cargo carried in other unitized forms

and in break-bulk form. In this connection, two typical flow charts showing the movement of
cargo and documents, both in respect of imports and exports; as in the case ofYO-MTO, are
shown in the Flowchart.

Relevant national laws and rel!ulation on the tranSDort of !!oods

3.

In general, Cambodia's laws and regulation are inadequate and insufficient: It is even
worse if one looks at the transport of goodS? There are only a few laws and regulations, these are
the Sub-decree on the Maximum Gross Weight of Vehicles and the Traffic Code.

Internationally, Cambodia has not ratified many important conventions on the transport
of goods such as CMR, Hague Rule, Hague Visby Rule, IMDG Code, F AL Convention, and
many others.

Despite the fact that Cambodia is not a member to all these conventions, in practice,many 
transport service companies, especially the foreign companies, already adhere to them(Hague 

Rule, Hague Visby Rule, Hamburg Convention, Warsaw Convention). Moreover, someforeign 
companies (for instance SDV) are already a member ofFIATA, and are now applying

for ISO 9002.

It should be noted also that after joining ASEAN as a full member, Cambodia has signed
one important transport agreement "The Framework Agreement on the Facilitation of Goods in
Transit", and its two important protocols: Protocol 3 "Types and Quality of Vehicles" and
Protocol 4 "Technical Requirements of Vehicles".
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4. Problems/issues encountered in the transvort sector

Documentation

In Cambodia, documentation is a major obstacle to import/export procedure, especially
the door-to-door cargo operation. There are too many unnecessary formalities on many different
desks. Any CIF containers, whose consignees intend to make a custom clearance in Phnom Penh,
are subject to the permission of the Economic Police and Custom Department, or otherwise the
consignees will have to do it at the port of arrival.

Among the freight forwarders/MTOs themselves, there is no Wliformity of the transport
document, each has his own standard, particularly the 10calcompanies. This leads to the problem
of custom clearance and transport procedures.

The custom clearance procedure is also one of the problems in the transport sector. The
customs department has not set the common procedure for custom clearance (black and white
list), each team of customs officials has its own procedure. Thus MTOs/fr~ight forwarder haye
to follow the new procedure every time a customs official team is replaced.

Another problem of documentation of the transport sector is the document used by
transport companies. The document of some transport service companies do not conform to the
international standard. Thus, it might not be accepted by other countries, where the international
standard is required.

Facilitation

In Cambodia, the facilitation of transport service industry is still less developed. The
facilities like container workshop, container surveyors are, inadequate and inefficient: Therefore,
most of the severely damaged containers need to be transported to other places for their

repalrmg.

LiabilitY

The insurance practice in Cambodia is very poor, therefore the liability of many
companies including transport is still in question. The haulage companies are not covered by
insurance, thus they may be neither liable nor responsible for the goods which they transport.
When the cargo owners entrust the carriage of their cargo to them, they undertake this task either
as a carrier, i.e. the company assumes responsibility for the goods while in its care, or as an agent,
i.e. all responsibility for the goods remained with the cargo owner.

5.

Conclusion and oroRosed solution

As you have seen, Cambodia is one of the less developed countries in the transport
industry. The transport policy is not yet well defined, the laws and regulations are almost
absolutely ignored, whilst the ratification of international conventions is almost not done. The
lack of human resources in this sector makes it almost impossible to develop it in the short run.
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In view of aforesaid problems/issues, it is recommended as follows:

Cambodia should establish the National Trade and Transport Facilitation Committee,
which is to encourage the modernization of transport practices and technology in support
of international trade. Its objectives should be:

1. To provide a national forum.for the facilitation of formalities, procedures and
documentation used in international transport and trade (facilitation objective).

2.

To propose, for government approval, draft transport and trade-related regulations
and practices (regulatory objective) ...

3. To make policy recommendations on future transport investments (developmentpolicy objective) .

4.

To increase awareness of the methods and benefits of transport and trade
facilitation (training objective)

The laws and regulations pertaining to the transport sector should be developed in line
with that, the Government should ratify all the important international conventions such
as the Hague Rule, Hague Visby Rule, Hamburg Convention, MT Convention, Warsaw
Convention, CIM, CMR so-and-so.

Table 1: Import/Export Volume

1995 1996 1997 1998

345,446
20,429

362,959
28,734

381,831

30,732
427,270

37,250

133,622
19,513

68,053
26,805

54,831
30,258

40,037
34,339

A. 

Sihanoukville Port:
i. Import

+ Break bulk (Tons)
+ Container (TEUs)

ii. Export
+ Break bulk (Tons)
+ Container (TEUs)

iii. Total
+ Break bulk (Tons)

., + Container (TEUs)
479,413
39,942

363,027
55,734

436,662
60,990

467,307
71,589

479,854
129

516,115
7

485,300 420,332

60,194 40,365 151,147 181,026

B. Phnom Penh Port:
i. Import

+ Break bulk (Tons)
+ Container (TEUs)

ii. Export
+ Break bulk (Tons)
+ Container (TEUs)

iii. Total
+ Break bulk (Tons)
+ Container (TEUs)

540,048
129

556,480
7

636,447 601,358

C. 

Railway (Break bulk) 16,500 25,400 169,750 294,160

Grand Total:
+ Break bulk (Tons)
+ Contai~~-

1,035,961~071

944,907
55,741

,242,859
60,990

1,362,825
71,589
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Flowchart showing movement of cargo and document

A.EXPORTS

Cargo

Documents
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..
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instruction)

ECPI with driver
(export cargo packing
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Bill of LadingiMT Document
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B. IMPORTS
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